Identification of retinoblastoma related genes with shortest path in a protein-protein interaction network.
This paper presents a new method for identifying retinoblastoma related genes by integrating gene expression profile and shortest path in a functional linkage graph. With the existing protein-protein interaction data from STRING, a weighted functional linkage graph is constructed. 119 consistently differentially expressed genes between retinoblastoma and normal retina were obtained from the overlap of two gene expression studies of retinoblastoma. Then the shortest paths between each pair of these 119 genes were determined with Dijkstra's algorithm. Finally, all the genes present on the shortest paths were extracted and ranked according to their betweenness and the 119 shortest genes with a betweenness greater than 100 and with a p-value less than 0.05 were selected for further analysis. We also identified 53 retinoblastoma related miRNAs from published miRNA array data and most of the 238 (119 consistently differentially expressed genes and 119 shortest path genes) retinoblastoma genes were shown to be target genes of these 53 miRNAs. Interestingly, the genes we identified from both the gene expression profiles and the functional protein association network included more cancer genes than did the genes identified from the gene expression profiles alone. In addition, these genes also had greater functional similarity to the reported cancer genes than did the genes identified from the gene expression profiles alone. This study shows promising results and proves the efficiency of the proposed methods.